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Summary

Museum of Handcar Technology LLC is a new business enterprise that will celebrate the history and
technology of hand powered railroad devices. The enterprise will also be doing business as (DBA)
Handcar Tours. Throughout this document the text will refer to Handcar Tours, which is the trade
name for the Museum of Handcar Technology LLC.

Handcar touring is a new form of recreation that is blossoming in the United States that uses unused
railroad lines to carry human powered track vehicles that transport participants along a fixed route.
There are currently eight successful operations in North America that operate on rail lines in Oregon,
Washington, New York, and Rhode Island that utilize bicycle like rail vehicles.

Our operation has three keys to success. First, its located close to the dense population center of Los
Angeles. The Los Angeles Region attracts 50 million vacationers anually, providing a huge potential
customer base. The second key, unlike other rail riding operations that utilize modern bicycle transport
contraptions, our operation will use 19th century handcar design concepts that have been reengineered with modern materials to create a safer vehicle for the general public. Finally, our tours will
be led by guides that provide a high level of safety and customer service, ensuring that new customers
are attracted through positive word of mouth.
Handcar Tours is targeting two types of people. The main target will be tourists that enjoy physical
activities in an outdoor setting. The second target group are local families looking for a cost-effective
activity they can participate in together.

We see Handcar Tours having a symbiotic relationship with the community. While the community
hosted the Fillmore and Western Railway for many years, passengers enjoy a passive, sedentary
activity. In contrast, handcar tours provides an active experience that we expect will lead to more
business for local restaurants, patronized by hungry handcar participants. We also plan to employ local
high school and college aged youth, a group that traditionally has difficulty in gaining local
employment.
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Company Ownership

Museum of Handcar Technology is a limited liability corporation registered in California. Handcar
Tours, Kalamazoo Manufacturing Company, and Handcar Technologies are other trade names of the
Museum of Handcar Technology LLC.

Management Team
Todd Clark
Todd has 20 years of experience as a land use planner with the Los
Angeles County Department of Regional Planning. In addition, Todd
owned and operated Coast Rail, a popular railroad cruise excursion
business between 2002 and 2012 (Appendix A). Over ten years his
business carried thousands of passengers aboard vintage private
railroad passenger cars behind regularly scheduled Amtrak trains.
This successful business was documented in several media
publications including the Los Angeles Times. He is also the owner of
Trainorders.com, a popular commercial subscription web site for rail
enthusiasts.
Mason Clark
Mason is a mechanical engineer, having graduated from California
Polytechnic University Pomona in 2019. He is considered the
worldwide authority on 19th century human powered railroad track
vehicles. Mason has logged over 2000 miles traveling aboard handcars
across railroads in California and Nevada. He offers railroad handcar
kits and assembled cars through his small business known as the
Kalamazoo Manufacturing Company. He has built more than a dozen
human powered railroad vehicles for his own collection and for clients
in the United States, Canada, and Europe.

We also build handcar replicas
under the Kalamazoo Manufacturing Company brand. Kalamazoo
built handcars between 1890 and
1957, when the final handcar was
delivered to Walt Disney for Disneyland. We recreated new tooling
and manufacture this vehicle for
customers around the world.
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Similar Operations (also see Appendix B)

Rail Explorers: Portsmoth, Rhode Island
Operates a six mile one way trip between Newport
and Narragansett using imported Korean pedal rail
bicycles. The tour runs an hour which includes a
safety briefing. The cost to ride is $75 for a twoperson rail device, and $125 for a four-person unit.
Rail Explorers is expanding into the Catskills, New
York in Spring 2018. Rail Explorers operated in
2016 on the Adirondack Scenic Railroad and carried
22,000 people during the summer months.

Rail Explorers imported South Korean built vehicle.

Railriders: Joseph, Oregon
Operates over 38 miles of track in Joseph, Oregon on an unused branch owned by the Wallowa Union
Railroad Authority. In 2014 the business carried over 2000 riders at this remote town in Eastern Oregon.
Railriders charges a per person charge of $22 per person, $10 per children. They use self-built,
lightweight aluminum and plastic wheel pedal cars that carry up to 4 people. Each tour has a
maximum count of 10 peddle cars and 38 people. The company has been operating this line since 2014.
In 2016 the operation carried 5000 riders out of Joseph, Oregon during its summer operating season.

Railriders: Bay City, Oregon
Noting the potential to bring tourism to their
city, Bay City officials recruited the Joseph
Railrider business owner to setup operation in
their town. The operation got underway on a
lightly used tourist railroad in 2016, and
operates on 6 miles of track around Tillamook
Bay. Tours are roundtrip, offering 12 miles of
running, and take about 2 hours to complete.
The operation ran during four months in the
summer and fall. Railriders charges a per
person charge of $22 per person, $10 per child.
They use self-built, lightweight aluminum and
plastic wheel pedal cars that carry up to 4
people. Each tour has a maximum of 10
peddle cars and 38 people. In 2016 the
operation carried 7500 passengers during their
first summer operating season in Bay City. In
2018 they expanded with a second operation
to meet demand. The business is quiet on
current ridership counts, but we estimate
based on trip offerings they are carrying
40,000 annual riders.

California Western Railway: Fort Brag, California
In 2018 the California Western Railway, operator of the Skunk tourist train service began offering pedal
bicycle tours over 3 miles of tracks. The operation is small in size, utilizing four two-person capacity
devices similar to the vehicles used by Railriders in Oregon. These vehicles also utilize electric assist
motors to propel pedal vehicles up grade.
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Our Concept

We offer an active recreational enterprise that has participants using their strength to propel a handcar
across unused rail lines. This unique experience originated twenty years ago in South Korea, where
former rail lines were converted into Rail Parks. These popular operations carry millions of riders
annually in Asia. The concept was brought to the United States in 2014 by an entrepreneur that setup
operation in New York. Today, Rail Explorers operates tour businesses in New York, Rhode Island, and
seasonal service in Las Vegas.
Our business will operate scheduled service where up to 12 handcars will move across the railroad as a
group, with a tour guide operating handcars in the front and rear to ensure safe passage. Most
handcars will be reserved online days or weeks in advance. After arriving for the reserved tour,
participants will receive instructions on how to operate the vehicle. The handcars will proceed out on
the branch line 4 to 5 miles where a rest break will be offered, before returning to the station. Each tour
will be under two hours in duration and cost about $30 per person.
We project ridership during the first year to exceed 48,000 riders. This is based on having 12 handcars
available and operating at full capacity during weekends, and half capacity three days a week. We feel
these statistics are accurate based on observations of similar rail bicycle operations. Fabrication of
additional handcars in subsequent years will allow for doubling of patronage. Most similar enterprises
operate at full capacity.

Our handcar provides a unique active experience that will attract out of the area visitors.
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Regulatory Information

Other similar enterprises operate on lines that are out-of-service for railroad operations, either
permanently or while the tours are underway. A survey of other similar people powered operations
shows that the Federal Railroad Administration have chosen not to regulate these types of enterprises.

On January 18, 2018, Gary Fairbanks, Director of the Motive Power & Equipment Division of the
Federal Railroad Administration stated in an email communication that pedal cars used in a touring
operation are not subject to Federal regulation. In a follow-up email communication on January 19, Mr.
Fairbanks clarified that handcars will be classified similar to pedal cars.

Although our handcars can legally operate on trackage open to trains, our proposal assumes that tracks
are taken out of service. Our insurance carrier will not issue a policy for our handcar enterprise if we
are required to share trackage with trains. It is also not feasible to operate trains concurrently with
handcars as our vehicles will have to clear the tracks for the train to clear. Operating a single train
across shared handcar trackage will reduce tour capacity by up to 25%.

Handcar Equipment

There are currently three types of equipment being
utilized by human powered rail operators. Rail
Explorers utilizes Korean built rail pedal machines
that first saw use at the Gangchon Rail Park in
Korea. These heavy machines weigh about 700
pounds, are noisy on account of their steel wheels,
and are difficult to propel up grades. Other
operations in the United States use pedal cars
fabricated from lightweight aluminum. These low
to the ground rail bicycles use plastic like flange
wheels to keep weight and costs low. These
inexpensive machines weigh about 100 pounds,
but generally do not hold well to the rigors of daily
use. Operators have reported broken axles, chains,
and wheels, an indication of inadequate design.
These cobbled together vehicles are not compatible
with the steep grades found on the Santa Paula
Branch.

Railroad pedal cars in service at the Gangchon Rail Park,
South Korea.

Our handcars are not propelled using a bicycle
style mechanism. Instead, our design is based on a
railroad velocipede vehicle that was sold beginning
in the 1890s for the purpose of moving telegraph
repair crews across the railroads. During the early
1900s it was also pressed into service by the United
States Geodetic Survey to transport surveyors and
equipment through rural regions.

Our modernized version of the 1890s handcar
vehicle was designed by Mason Clark and was his
Cal Poly Pomona Mechanical Engineering
graduation project. The vehicle was carefully
studied to ensure it was efficiently designed, and
not subject to structure failure like the pedal
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Telegraph velocipede in service for National Geodetic
Survey circa 1900. Our handcar concept is modeled
after this car.

devices being used by other
operators. Although the car has
geared propulsion and wood
centered wheels just as they were in
the 1880s, the car is completely
modern in other respects. The frame
is fabricated from aluminum instead
of hardwood. For braking, our
vehicle use a modern disc brake
similar to those found on
automobiles. For passenger safety,
the car includes safety belts that are
intended to keep passengers from
being thrown off the car in the
unlikely event of a grade crossing
incursion. Even though the car
weighs just under 400 pounds, its
Digital rendering of our touring handcar that we manufacture.
efficient design ensures it can be
comfortably propelled at a cruising speed of 7-8 miles per hour. Our handcar is easy to propel on the
steep grades found on the Santa Paula Branch Line. We currently have a patent pending for the design.
Over Memorial Day weekend 2019, we thoroughly tested the handcar on the Nevada Northern
Railway tourist line in Northern Nevada. We propelled the handcar over 100 miles of track and gave
rides to more than 200 visitors to gain insight on how passengers perceived the experience. Feedback
was overwhelmingly positive, with many participants telling us the handcar ride was more enjoyable
than the steam powered train they rode during their visit. The railroad was so impressed with the
handcar that they placed an order for two vehicles.

We carried over 200 participants over Memorial Day weekend in Ely, Nevada
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Operating Locations

We identified three locations that are well suited for establishing our handcar enterprise. They are west
Santa Paula, operating between Todd Lane and the unincorporated community of Saticoy, West
Fillmore from Goodenough Road westward to the Highway 126 crossing, and Downtown Fillmore
eastward towards Piru to the final Highway 126 crossing. Similar tour operations in other regions have
established more than one operating location within regions to meet demand. For safety considerations,
we require a dedicated track not open to conventional rail traffic.
Generally, our business will attract a younger audience than tourist train businesses. We consider our
handcar operation complimentary to conventional tourist trains operations. Our handcar operation is
flexible, and we can operate across most areas of the branch line where zoning regulation allows for
loading of passengers.
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Santa Paula
The west end of the Santa Clara River Valley provides mild climate that will allow for year round
operation between West Santa Paula and the unincorporated community of Saticoy.

For this segment we will operate from the commercial center located at the intersection of Faukner
Road and Todd Lane. We intend to establish a small handcar museum in a leased suite where guests
check in for their tour. Participants will board the handcars at the rear of the property and propel the
vehicles five miles to Saticoy. While other sections of the Branch Line enjoy hot summer air
temperatures that may limit ridership during the summer months, the Santa Paula section offers
pleasant year round weather.

The Santa Paula section has the lowest setup cost. The location offers an unused rail spur that will
allow for placement of storage containers and rollout of handcars on the branch line. The line includes
two lightly traveled public road crossings with active crossing devices that allow for safe passage. The
commercial center not only allows for us to setup a museum, it also offers light manufacturing space to
fabricate our vehicles for export. The Santa Paula section is the most desirable of all three sections as
mild weather allows for year round operation.
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West Fillmore
The section of track between the western boundary of Fillmore proceeding west to the Highway 126
crossing is the most scenic portion of the Santa Paula Branch Line. The section features historic bridges
and scenic avocado orchards.
Initially, we intend to develop
a temporary terminal and
platform within the railroad
right-of-way near the
intersection of Old Telegraph
Road and Goodenough Road.
The terminal will consist of a
ticket booth, wooden loading
deck, and light gauge track
for moving handcars to and
from storage. For parking we
hope to enter into a lease
agreement to use neighboring
Shiells Park’s parking lot and
restroom facilities.

There is a vacant lot next to
the right-of-way that is owned by the City of Fillmore. We propose to acquire the parcel and develop a
handcar station consisting of parking lot, restrooms, and fabrication building for maintenance and
exporting handcars. While this section offers the most pleasant scenery found on the branch line, warm
weather precludes summer operations.

The West Fillmore option runs from
Goodenough Road to the Highway
126 crossing where the handcars
will reverse direction. High speeds
on Highway 126 preclude handcars
from crossing the road.
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East Fillmore
The section of track from Downtown Fillmore, operating 5 miles east is the steepest part of the Santa
Paula Branch Line. Testing on similar railroad grades reveal that our handcar will have no problem
traversing the route.
In downtown Fillmore there are three tracks
and two platforms. We propose to set aside
one of the platforms to use for loading and
unloading passengers from our handcar
enterprise. We would erect a short fence
dividing the handcar tracks from the live
tracks in the instance that we are required to
share the station with trains. We see an
arrangement where trains occupy the line
between Fillmore and Ventura, and handcars
use the trackage between Fillmore and Piru.
For handcar storage we will place three
storage containers at the east end of the
existing yard and tow the handcars to the
and from the platform at the beginning and
end of each operating day.

This section is least desirable of our three
proposed locations do to warm summer
temperatures and hazards introduced with
crossing Highway 126 east of Fillmore.

The red line indicates trackage reserved for handcar
movements. The handcar route proceeds east to just
before the final Highway 126 road crossing.

Scenery on this segment of trackage
consists of orange groves and newly
planted avocado orchards. Agricultural encroachment into the right-ofway create some challenges in this
segment.
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Special Events

Handcar recreation allows for unique opportunities to attract tourism from distant areas. We have come
up with some unique concepts that will bring economic benefit to the community.
Star Car Evenings - July, August, September, October
Fillmore is uniquely positioned in that it has perhaps the closest dark sky area to the metro Los Angeles
area. On moonless, cloudless nights, the night sky north of Fillmore comes to life with thousands of
stars visible with the naked eye. In the Great Basin, the Nevada Northern Railway fills star themed
trains with hundreds of visitors who fly and drive from all areas of the United States to take part in
specialty themed excursions. Most years the excursions sell out several months in advance.
While the Santa Clara River Valley is not as dark as the Great Basin, it is darker than most areas of
Southern California. We can duplicate the star gazing experience during the warmer summer months
on the Santa Paula Branch. Our vision is to host tours that travel to one of the darkest areas of the line,
about three miles west of Fillmore. Along the way our visitors will propel the handcars for about 30
minutes while their night vision adapts to the darkness. For safety, our handcar fleet will be outfitted
with battery powered head and taillights. We will utilize the turnaround point from the daytime trips
as our stargazing station. We will install vision protecting, low voltage lighting to enable participants
to safely exit their handcars. Upon arrival we will serve coffee, hot chocolate, and tea to participants
before our contracted astronomer provides a 45-minute astronomy presentation. At the conclusion of
the lecture, our guests will board their handcar for the 30-minute return trip to our Fillmore terminal.

We foresee these excursions becoming so popular that we will never be able to provide enough capacity
to meet demand. We are limited to offering them on moonless evenings during summer and early fall
when weather cooperates. We also plan to operate lunar astronomy programs during full moon events.

Night view from the 7th Street crossing west of Fillmore.

We expect to carry 5000 annual participants for the Star Car events.

Spring Wildflower Tour - March, April, May
Every spring hundreds of thousands of people journey to the California deserts to view natural
wildflower displays fueled by winter precipitation. We intend to capitalize on this concept by
contracting with a hydroseed vendor to spray California native wildflowers along 1.5 miles of railroad
right-of-way. The seeds will germinate during the winter months, and bloom March through April.
When the wildflowers die, they will drop their seeds and the growth cycle will continue the following
year.

During this event, we will reduce the duration of our excursions to 45 minutes in length to allow for
hourly service, seven days a week. As the excursions become more popular we could increase capacity
by installing passing sidings to allow 20-minute headways between tours. If the concept proves
successful we could conceivably carry more than 50,000 riders during a single wildflower season.

Digital rendition of wildflowers along a section of the Santa Paula Branch line west of Fillmore.
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Handcar Festival May
We intend to sponsor an annual festival with 100% of proceeds returned to various community
organizations. We feel it is important to give back to the community that we operate within. The event
will take place over Saturday and Sunday, the third weekend in May and will include dramatizations
and music events centered around handcar lore. We plan to start an annual timed trial 5-mile handcar
race where our entire handcar fleet is pressed into service with teams fundraising to pay their entry fee
into the race. Following the race, our handcar fleet will provide short rides for festival patrons with
revenue raised given back to the community.

Science and Technology Festival
It was the handcar that encouraged Mason Clark at the age of 12, the inventor of the touring handcar,
to pursue a career in mechanical engineering. We intend to offer an annual science and engineering
festival targeted at late elementary and middle school aged children to encourage careers in science and
engineering. This is a critical age for children to begin learning the mathematics required to pursue
entry into the sciences. We plan to use our collection of various handcar devices to illustrate basic
engineering concepts that apply to machines all around us in hopes it sparks interest to begin a
schooling path towards science and engineering.

Road Crossings

Our handcars are too lightweight to activate existing train detection systems. To solve this problem we
developed a proprietary handcar sensing device that activates existing crossing systems upon sensing
an approaching handcar. Our system uses mature highway traffic signal sensing technology that has
been modified for railroad track use. For busier highway crossings, the handcar group will wait until
highway traffic occupies each lane to create an additional buffer to protect against an inattentive
drivers.

Surfaces for most of private driveway crossings utilize compacted dirt and gravel. Debris deposited on
the railhead and flangeway following the passage of rubber-tired traffic has the potential of derailing
lightweight handcars. Before commencing operation, we intend to replace these crossings with timber
planks or asphalt pavement. To further enhance safety we propose to install speed bumps in front of
unprotected crossings to slow traffic, reducing the risk associated with handcar and roadway vehicle
interaction.
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Road Crossings

Our handcars are too lightweight to activate existing train detection systems. To solve this problem we
developed a proprietary handcar sensing device that activates existing crossing systems upon sensing
an approaching handcar. Our system uses mature highway traffic signal sensing technology that has
been modified for railroad track use. For busier highway crossings, the handcar group will wait until
highway traffic occupies each lane, to create an additional buffer to protect against inattentive drivers.

Surfaces for most of private driveway crossings utilize compacted dirt and gravel. Debris deposited on
the railhead and flangeway following the passage of rubber-tired traffic has the potential of derailing
lightweight handcars. Before commencing operation, we intend to replace these crossings with timber
planks or asphalt pavement.

Crossings such as the 7th Street road crossing will be will
refurbished with new signs and LED signal lights to replace
antiquated lighting fixtures. Signals boxes will be coated with
new graffiti resistant paint so that markings can be removed
quickly. Dirt covered crossings will be upgraded with wooden
planks to allow for safe handcar passage.
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Handcar Maintenance

We estimate that our handcars will have
a lifespan of 15,000 miles (3-4 years)
before requiring major overhaul. An
overhaul will include replacing wheels,
drive gears, and repainting. We
currently have a manufacturing facility
in Santa Clarita that we plan to relocate
to Fillmore or Santa Paula to be closer to
our operating location.

We believe there is demand for our
handcar products for use by other tour
operators. We plan to use our fully
equipped shop to manufacture our
handcar products for export around the
world. With relocation to Ventura
County, we plan to expand our
manufacturing capacity to allow us to
export more than 100 handcars annually.

Mason precision machines cast iron gear blanks using one of our metal
turning lathes.

Our Santa Clarita fabrication shop has all the necessary equipment required to build out fleet of touring handcars.

Human Resource Needs

Handcar touring is more labor intensive than conventional rail service. As a result we need to hire
dozens of physically fit individuals to function as tour guides for our excursions. Fillmore and Santa
Paula are unique in that these communities have the highest percentage of its population under the age
of 18 of all cities in Ventura County. We intend to capitalize on this statistic by hiring physically fit
local high school and college aged adults to function as tour guides. With each tour we foresee
dispatching a two-person team consisting of one high school aged, and one college aged guide.
Although our employee count will fluctuate throughout the year, at full staffing we anticipate filling 25
part-time tour guide positions, primarily using local labor.

We anticipate hiring full time employees for more specialized tasks around the enterprise. We require a
full time accounting manager to handle accounting and payroll, two tour managers, three maintenance
and fabrication employees for the shops, and a single track maintenance person to maintain grade
crossing signals and manage track improvement projects. We anticipate Handcar Tours will generate
seven full time positions.
After establishing a permanent facility we anticipate having enough business to justify seven day a
week service during the peak season, reducing to five day a week operation during the off-season.

Ongoing Capital Improvements

We intend to budget $150,000-$200,000 annually to maintain and upgrade the right-of-way that we
operate over. Brush clearance, bridge maintenance, grade crossing signal replacement, and roadbed
surfacing all need attention.
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Grade Crossing Signal Replacement
Many grade crossing signals systems on the Santa
Paula Branch Line are over 40 years old, with
some in need of replacement. Under previous
tourist train operations, the crossing mechanisms
were occasionally activated a couple of instances a
week. Under our operations, the grade crossing
signals will be activated up to 20 instances each
day. We expect our usage will accelerate signal
wear, resulting in the need to replace them within
a few years, if not sooner. We intend to replace
and refurbish one intersection’s signal appliances
annually, with the goal of replacing or rebuilding
all signals within five years.

Track Roadbed
Much of the ballasted track structure has been
Mason Clark performing track work on the Nevada Northern
covered by dust blown from neighboring
Railway. We are experienced in track maintenance and repair.
agricultural fields. This creates poor drainage
that traps water, leading to tie rot. We intend to refurbish ½ mile of trackage each year by hand digging
out material between ties and replacing with fresh ballast. Areas where track had sunk will be tamped
up to provide a level track surface. Badly rotten ties will be replaced to ensure that the track remains in
proper gauge. All work will be done without cost to the Ventura County Transportation Commission.

Handcar Maintenance

We estimate that our handcars will have a lifespan of 15,000 miles (3-4 years) before requiring major
overhaul. An overhaul will include replacing wheels, drive gears, and repainting. We currently have a
manufacturing facility in Santa Clarita that we plan to relocate to Fillmore or Santa Paula to be closer to
our operating location.

We believe there is demand for our handcar products for use by other tour operators. We plan to use
our fully equipped shop to manufacture our handcar products for export around the world. With
relocation, we plan to expand our manufacturing capacity to allow us to export more than 100 handcars
annually.

Marketing

Handcar tours will use a multi-prong approach to attracting customers to fill tours:
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1. Target families using direct mail in nearby affluent communities of Santa Clarita,
Westlake Village, Thousand Oaks, Moorpark, Simi Valley, Camarillo and Ventura.
2. Offer fundraising opportunities to nearby high school booster clubs where tour
blocks are sold at a substantial discount, returning revenue back to the school.
3. Provide logistical assistance to social media personalities to visit the operation and
share experiences on platforms such as YouTube, Instagram, and Facebook.
4. Establish marketing relationships with tourism targeted lodging properties in
Ventura, Santa Barbara, Carpinteria, Santa Clarita, and Ojai to drive visitors to our
unique tours. These relationships may include directing out of town visitors to
these hotels, or revenue sharing for tours booked using a discount code provided in
hotel rooms.

APPENDIX A – Clark Family Previous Tour Enterprise
In 2002, Todd Clark launched a rail cruise business named Coast Rail. The enterprise provided guided
tours of the Western United States using three privately owned passenger rail cars that were hauled
behind regularly scheduled Amtrak trains. Trains operated out of Los Angeles and visited destinations
in Oakland, San Diego, Portland, Seattle, Reno, and Santa Fe.
Although the cars were hauled by Amtrak, the car set was self-contained from the rest of the train. A
typical tour carried 100 passengers aboard three passenger cars. The Coast Rail cars included kitchen
and sleeping facilities for overnight excursions. Food service was managed by Todd’s wife, a trained
chef that prepared more than 300 gourmet meals each day from the train’s galley.

In 2014, the tours were discontinued following unreliable Amtrak timekeeping that made it difficult to
provide quality service. During the twelve years of operation, Coast Rail carried thousands of
passengers and received acclaimed write-ups in numerous publications including the Los Angeles
Times. We included one article from America Way Magazine that documented one of the popular
California Coast excursions that was operated several weekends each year in the Spring and Fall.

Various photos from Coast Rail excursions over the years; Top left: example
of the fine meals served on our excursions; Top right: our three car excursion between Los Angeles and Seattle;
Bottom Right: Excursion from Los Angeles to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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APPENDIX B Other human powered handcar operations

There are currently four human powered handcar type businesses operating in the United States. One
uses an unused rail line, while the other three use freight and passenger rail lines that see minimal rail
traffic.

All four operations use bicycle style pedal cars where the passengers sit down and pedal the vehicles.
Handcar Tours will use a custom designed handcar based on an 1890s design that was used by railroads to transport passengers across lightly used lines. Mason Clark has designed an updated version
of this vehicle that has been safety enhanced by including seat belts for participants.
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Museum of Handcar Technology LLC
Handcar Tours • Kalamazoo Manufacturing Company
26911 Ruether Ave, Suite P
Santa Clarita, CA 91387
(661) 299-7114

For more information visit our web site at handcar.com

